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Tall tales don’t always tell the truth! See if you can separate fact 

from fiction: read the tall tale of Pecos Bill below, then list parts 

of the story that could be true and the parts that probably aren’t

in the chart on the right.

Pecos Bill

True Make-Believe

Old Bill had a woman named 

Slue Foot Sue, who was just as 

tall as him and ten times as 

pretty.He was determined to 

marry her, and one night, while 

trying to impress her, he shot 

out the stars, leaving only one 

for her to marvel at – the Lone 

Star of Texas.

       When he grew older, he became an extraordinary man! 

        He was several feet                          tall and had a horse 

    named Lightning                                        who was just as fantastic. 

Lightning’s favorite                                               food was dynamite, 

which he ate for                                                     dinner every night! 

Together, Bill and                                                   Lightning tamed the 

Wild West. One                                                       hazy afternoon, he 

saw a tornado                                                           on the horizon. He 

  grabbed his                                                                trusty lasso and 

   wrangled it                                                                 into submission – 

but it put up a                                                             fight first! The Grand 

Canyon marks                                                          the path the tornado 

took as Pecos                                                      Bill dragged it behind him.

It’s said that when Pecos Bill was just a baby, he was traveling with 

family across the country in a covered wagon, the way many people 

did on their quest to find their fortune in the West. 

Somewhere near the Pecos 

River in Texas, Bill fell out the 

back of the wagon. Separated 

from his 

parents, he 

spent his 

childhood 

being raised 

by coyotes in the wilds of Texas.
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obstacles through extraordinary acts of speed,

strength, or bravery. These stories were told 

aloud and over time, became more and more 

exaggerated and impossible to believe. Even 

though the stories were larger than life, they were based 

on real-life problems faced by people of the time.

are stories that

were popular with American settlers

in the 1800’s. these stories involved

heroic characters overcoming 

Tall Tales generally include:

Read the following tall tales. Which tall tale elements are included in each 

story? Complete the chart by checking off each one that you find in the 

story.

-a larger-than-life character
-a problem or obstacle

-action
-a triumph

-funny or impossible elements

Johnny
Appleseed

Larger-Than-Life
Character

Problem or
Obstacle

Funny or
impossible
elements

Action A Triumph

Paul
Bunyan

John
Henry

Captain
Stormalong

Pecos
Bill
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Tall Tales: Fantastic Feats

Character:

Problem:

Solution: Alternative Solution:

Tall tales show characters overcoming obstacles, winning battles, or completing amazing feats through 
superhuman speed, strength, or bravery. Choose your favorite tall tale character. Write and draw to 
show the problem faced by your character, as well as the solution. Then think of another funny or 
impossible solution to the problem.
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An exercise with hyperbole

Directions: Fold your worksheet on the line. Fill in the spaces below with the
word of your choice (no peeking!). Then place those words in the spaces 
where they belong within the story. Read your story aloud to your friends!  

Once upon a time there was a dog named Milo. Milo was as fast as a

find himself something to eat. Milo had an amazing sense of smell

through the park, he caught the scent of a delicious bone somewhere 

flowing from his mouth! The man laughed, pet Milo on the head, and

and as strong as a . One day

and could smell food from a away! As he walked

it! He searched for but couldn’t find it.

Suddenly, a man as tall as the walked passed him

handed him the bone. Milo was so happy he could

!!!

near him. It was so he could almost

eating a chicken leg. Milo drooled so much it was like a  

Milo was so hungry he could eat a , so he went to

1 2

3

4

5 6

7

8

9

10

1. type of car 2. small animal 3. big animal 4. unit of distance

5. distance away (close, far) 6. one of the 5 senses 7. unit of time

8. famous building 9. type of flowing water 10. impossible feat

Fold here!
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Tell a Tall Tale!

Create a Character

Name:

Think of a person you admire. Use the chart below to list real and imagined
qualities that would make this character a good candidate for a tall tale.

Qualities:

Real Qualities Imagined Qualities
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Tell a Tall Tale!

Plot A Problem
Think of a real world problem or obstacle that your character might face. Sketch
to show the setting where your character would encounter this problem, and 
write a short description of the problem.
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Tell a Tall Tale!

Show A Solution

Solution One Solution Two

Draw two possible solutions to the problem. Refer back to your character’s real
and imagined qualities to show how they help him/her to triumph. Star your
strongest idea.
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A hyperbole is a figure of speech. It uses exaggeration, a statement that 
makes something seem much better or worse than it really is. Hyperbole 
is used to turn average descriptions into hilarious characteristics! 

 Directions: Write down 5 family members or friends. Next to their names 
write one thing you admire about them, or something they are good at. Then 
create a humorous hyperbole about the description you gave them!

Example:

Name:

Hyperbole:

Skill/Trait:Mikey Always hungry
Mikey can smell a pizza from a mile away!

Name:

Hyperbole:

Skill/Trait:1.

Name:

Hyperbole:

Skill/Trait:2.

Name:

Hyperbole:

Skill/Trait:3.

Name:

Hyperbole:

Skill/Trait:4.

Name:

Hyperbole:

Skill/Trait:5.
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Title:

Written by:

Real-Life Trait:

Exaggerated Trait:

Make up a tall tale about yourself using a favorite trait that you like about 
yourself. Turn your favorite trait into an exaggeration, and then into a story!
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is an Education.com reading superstar

Great job!
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